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Chapter 1 : Anglo Saxon And Beowulf Test Answers
‘beowulf’ is the earliest major work in english. the earliest manuscript copy of the poem is stored in the british
library, and is dated around 1010. through the ages, there have been many translations, notably one by alfred
lord tennyson. beowulf – an anglo-saxon epic poem Their glory and people. the anglo-saxon hero was able to
be all of these and still be humble and kind. in literature beowulf is, perhaps, the perfect example of an
anglo-saxon hero. in beowulf, the anglo-saxon hero is well defined by the actions of beowulf. it is obvious that
beowulf is the quintessential hero.Beowulf an anglo-saxon epic poem translated by john lesslie hall (1892)
edited and compiled by rhonda l. kelley figure 1 the first folio of the heroic epic poem beowulf, written
primarily in the west saxon dialect of old english. part of the cotton ms vitellius a xv manuscript currently
located within the british library.Beowulf: an anglo-saxon epic poem 8/8/13 3:21 pm
http://gutenberg/files/16328/16328-h/16328-hm page 7 of 134 preface. the present work is a modest effort
Anglo-saxon language and in beowulf 55 until centuries after its composition, while secondary epic is
composed to be read rather than sung. some examples of primary epic are homer's iliad and odyssey, and the
anglo-saxon beowulf: examples of secondary epic are virgil's aeneid and milton's paradise lostAnglo-saxons
spoke “old english” epic poetry was one of the most common genres of literature during the period. beowulf
was the most famous story to come out of the anglo-saxon era. listen to an excerpt from the prologue of
beowulf, read in “old english”Reading questions for beowulf and other anglo-saxon poems 1. what are some
of the things we know about the authorship and original manuscript of beowulf? 2. give at least one example
from the poem of each of these old english poetic devices: alliteration,
Values were important to the anglo-saxon people. especially seen through the characters of beowulf and
wiglaf, the poem beowulf illustrates three important morals of its time: bravery, honor, and loyalty. beowulf,
the hero of the poem, exhibits great bravery in everything he does. beforeTo the anglo-saxon listener , he was
not viewed as a legend; he was the embodiment of an all-too-present reality. a list of characters and places
here are some of the important people, monsters, and places that appear in beowulf or are mentioned in the
story: beowulf: a geat, son of edgetho and nephew of higlac, king of the geats.The use of kennings in
anglo-saxon literature the kenning was an interesting literary technique used by ancient anglo-saxon poets for
the anglo-saxon and norse poetry of the time contained a great many of them. the degree of beowulf, ed.
george quasha (new york, 1965), p. 25.
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